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1 Introduction
There are many rival morphological schemas that derive nouns from verbs using the same
kinds of semantic operations. In French, the most extensively studied rivalry is between -age
and -ment suffixations (battage / battement ‘beating’ (of the heart), décollage / décollement
‘unsticking’). However, another productive rivalry that has remained unexplored is that of age suffixation and verb to noun conversion (henceforth N-age and VN, respectively) (for
example, the doublets in (1)). This will be the focus of our study.
(1) accrochage / accroche ‘hook, hanging’, jetage / jet ‘throwing’, pesée / pesage ‘weighing’,
rééquilibrage / rééquilibre ‘rebalancing’
In recent years, the work on rivalry has taken the turn of the new approaches in morphology
against a representation of morphological relations by means of unidirectional rules and in
favor of a surface-to-surface perspective (for example, Burzio 2002, and Hathout 2009,
2011, Roché 2011, Plénat 2011 for work on French) according to which the lexicon itself
originates from a set of constraints involving several levels of linguistic analysis. This work
led to the recognition that some rival suffixes organize their competition around a certain
linguistic specialization.
While studying the productivity of English rival suffixes, Lindsay & Aronoff (2013)
identified that a less productive suffix (-ical) is able to compete against a more productive
one (-ic) thanks to its ability to select bases under certain conditions that only apply in its
particular case. Thus, if phonological constraints apply for both suffixes and favor the
shortest one, the disadvantaged suffix will find a way to remain productive by specializing
in a different way, on a phonological, morphological, semantic or pragmatic level. We
propose to study the rivalry between V→N conversion and -age suffixation from this
perspective. Hence, a first point to note is that, compared to -age suffixation, V→N
conversion does not add any new element to the selected base. Therefore, size constraints
(Plénat & Roché 2003; Plénat, 2009) might play a role to a lesser extent on V→N conversion
than on -age suffixation. In that case, on average, we expect -age derived noun bases to be
shorter than converted noun bases. On a semantic level, V→N conversion mostly derives
action nouns, as well as result, agent, instrument and locative nouns (Tribout, 2010),
whereas -age suffixation prototypically constructs action and result nouns (Namer, 2009).
Therefore, V→N conversion seems less restricted in base selection and deverbal
interpretation than -age suffixation. In that case, we would expect the latter to become
specialized in order to remain productive.
Two quantitative approaches can help reveal some of the constraints that might explain
the coexistence of rival schemas. The first one, introduced by Arndt-Lappe (2014), considers
analogy as an explanatory mechanism. Using Analogical Modeling (Skousen, 2002) on
English -ity and -ness derivatives, Arndt-Lappe shows that -ity suffixation specialized in
selecting adjectives that display different phonological patterns from those that select -ness
on the surface level. The second one, proposed by Bonami & Thuilier (2019), uses logistic

regression to observe the statistical effects of multiple predictors in the selection of a base.
In their study, these predictors are underlying properties identified for each base in the case
of French -iser and -ifier rivalry. As these approaches have proven their worth, we propose to
reinvest both of them in our study. We hypothesize that the interaction of surface level
properties and underlying constraints could help shed light on what motivates the
coexistence of rival V→N conversion and -age suffixation.

2 Predictors
We mapped several predictors reflecting relevant constraints on multiple linguistic levels in
order to use them as variables in our statistical model.
Stem length: We hypothesize that -age suffixation will favor short stems because of the
ability of V→N conversion not to add any exponent to the selected base.
Lexical aspect of the verb: Although the lexical aspect of the base verb is not necessarily
transmitted to the derivative (Haas et al. 2008), -age derivatives can be expected to
preferably select activity, accomplishment or achievement verbs, since they usually denote
action or result nouns. V→N preferences in that matter need further investigation.
Argumental structure: The bases of -age derivatives were identified as prototypically
agentive, sometimes ergative or unaccusative (Ferret et al. 2010). However, no preference
was identified for V→N conversion. A constraint on the argumental structure of the base
might apply for -age suffixation. As agentivity can be found amongst dynamic verbs that are
frequently used in the first person (usually denoting an animated subject) (Lapraye, 2017
with -age / -ment), measuring the frequency of the use of the first person could possibly help
to detect agentivity for a base verb automatically. Furthermore, following Hathout (2009)
and Bonami & Strnadová’s (2016) proposals in favor of a paradigmatic analysis of
morphological schemas, we hypothesize that the presence of an agent noun in the
morphological family of a verb could also be a predictor for agentivity.
Verb group: Lapraye (2017) has shown that -ment suffixation is able to select verbs from the
2nd and 3rd group whereas -age suffixation almost exclusively selects verbs from the 1st group.
Such preferences need to be investigated in our case.
Reflexivity: As observed in the case of -age / -ment (Fradin, 2014), reflexivity of the base
verb can sometimes be a criterion to distinguish two connotations of a single verb that
derives doublets (emballer ‘to wrap’ → emballage ‘wrapping’, s’emballer ‘to get excited’ →
emballement ‘hype’). We aim to test if the same applies for our case, without taking doublets
into account.
Surface form: Finally, surface form could also play a role. If analogical mechanisms are
operating, phonological clues could favor one or the other suffix if it happens to be recurrent
amongst multiple lexemes derived using the same morphological process.

3 Data and methodology
Because we wanted to test highly frequent derivatives and see the strongest constraints
emerge, our hypotheses were tested using quantitative methods on a dataset limited to 200
derived nouns consisting of 100 converted nouns (from Tribout, 2010) and 100 -age
derivatives extracted from frWaC (Baroni et al. 2009, 1.6 billion words). We selected
derivatives with a frequency range from 211 000 (most frequent) to 800 (less frequent) as
documented in frWaC. Doublets were excluded, except when frequencies were extremely
unequal (chauffage ‘heat’ → chauffe ‘warm up’). The corresponding verbs were paired
manually.

Predictors were annotated for each base-derivative pair. Stem length, group and
argumental structure of the base verb were annotated manually. The presence or absence of
an agent noun in the morphological family was identified manually from Démonette
(Hathout & Namer, 2014). We used Nomage (Balvet et al. 2011) and Haas & Marin’s
annotated lexicon (in preparation) to annotate the lexical aspect of some of the verbs;
missing verbs were annotated manually. The frequency of use of the 1 st and 3rd persons and
the frequency of reflexive forms were extracted automatically from frWaC, dependencyparsed with Mind The Gap (Coavoux, 2017).

4 Experiments and results
4.1 Logistic regression
Binomial logistic regression was used to observe the relation between a dependent variable
(V→N conversion / -age suffixation) and 6 variables. The 1st / 3rd person ratio was used as a
normalized quantitative variable. The other 5 variables are categorical: verb group (1 st, 2nd
or 3rd), transitivity of the verb (transitive, labile, inaccusative or inergative), lexical aspect of
the verb (state, activity, accomplishment or achievement), reflexivity of the verb (more or
less than 5 occurrences) and the presence or absence of an agent noun in the morphological
family of the derivative.
Our model showed that, compared to V→N conversion, -age suffixation significantly
favors short stems (1 or 2 syllables, except for paramétrer ‘to set’ that has 3 syllables) and
verbs that do not belong to the 3 rd group. A slight preference for accomplishment verbs and
non-reflexive verbs was also identified for -age suffixation. Longer stems are favored by
V→N conversion (mostly 2 but up to 4 syllables), and even though it has a preference for
verbs of the 1st group, verbs of the 2nd and 3rd group are selected as well (~30% of the data).
The area under the curve (or accuracy) of the model attained 87%.

4.2 Analogical Modeling
Analogical Modeling was given each phonemes of a base at the infinitive form (except for
the last one that indicates the verbal group) as categorical variables and applied
commutation on each of them, in order to match other bases in the dataset and assimilate
the base to either V→N conversion or -age suffixation. -age suffixation obtained an F-score of
66% whereas V→N conversion reached 57%. Predictions were slightly better than the ones
presented in a random baseline (F-score of 57% for -age suffixation and 45% for V→N
conversion). Although some phonemes can assist classification, the analogical gangs did not
reveal any regular pattern of association in the surface form. Examining the matching
phonemes did not provide insight into the formal properties of verbs that can distinguish
V→N conversion and -age suffixation, except that verbs selected by -age suffixation tend to
gather more in analogical niches.

5 Discussion
The underlying properties tested using logistic regression helped in the identification of
semantic, morphological and phonological restrictions applying to -age suffixation. However,
nothing significant came from transitivity, the 1st / 3rd person ratio and the presence of an
agent noun in the morphological family of the derivative. The hypothetical correlation
between reflexivity and agentivity of a verb needs further investigation. Combining these
results with an analysis of the surface properties of the base verbs using Analogical Modeling
was unable to reveal any relevant formal specialization for -age suffixation. These results can

be explained by the small size of our dataset. As a next step, investigating analogical
mechanisms on a semantic level using distributional methods could eventually help reveal
the different semantic domains that are invested by converted and -age suffixed nouns.
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